
APPLE MARKETING CASE STUDY

Strategic Marketing Fahad Umar Abstract: The objective of this paper to give a detailed analysis of strategic marketing
in Apple Inc. This help us the know more .

Apple has retailers as well as Apple has their own websites along with the building or shops where Apple sells
its products to customers. Markets ensure the traditional advertising and the public relation efforts so
relationships get stronger, social media is the effective source that is used by the Apple to deal with its
customers. As accreted by Apple Annual report Apple is one of the American multinational innovative
companies that designs invent and market their products all over the world. In which case the internal
structural formation and polices governing the company may be regards to as the micro, this integrate the
whole internal organisation departments. To make your content scannable, use bullet points to convey
benefits. Find a picture of a person â€” either from Google Images or a stock image site â€” that matches the
profile. Very thorough, this is the one to go to for a glance at how they used Strategic Management models to
push their new product. To grow your brand, I show how to make smart decisions on marketing execution
around creative advertising and media choices. This App created by Google like Google play store is
applicable for android phones but are not applicable for Apple Vogelstein,  Build out the e-commerce
program. Second step: Give each profile a name. Take installation, for example. Nokia in the last few years
largely promoting its windows phones with the help of advertising on television media so that they can attract
customers but the demand of Android phone is increasing day by day the demand of windows phone in
decreasing day by day. Apple uses the rigorous employee training, in which they are trained that how to deal
with the customer, it is called as secret manual explaining. Apple has control over its distribution channels and
these channels are cost effective to Apple. Apple also uses the social media which represent more
opportunities regarding the awareness of the product and services, that how a product should be used and what
are its amazing specifications. From there, I show how to build a brand execution plan that includes the
creative brief, innovation process, and sales plan. Moreover, apple has mobile App called iTunes installed on
all mobile phones by Apple. Create a referral reward program for customers who refer other new customers.
Opportunities are there for the Apple in the developing market and industries, through the international growth
and by giving benefits to the new businesses, Apple can earn the large market share, through expanding in the
different markets or the countries Apple can continue its opportunity. To analyse the internal organisational
environment a well know analysis method is commonly used. Now the question arises what will be the next
new product line or product in the future, will it have the same market as other products of Apple have.
Examples of high arousal emotions are happiness, awe, amusement and anxiety. Sony also promotes its
products with the help of s television media, in the last few years, Sony is promoting its product online at
social media sites and on the internet. Apple is expanding its market and introducing new products to its
customers that make Apple to increase their interest and focus towards the demand of customers in the right
direction and to compete with its competitors Schneiders,  This strategy will also lower risk of growing
markets. At the end of the study various recommendations have be raised on the subject matter. A music
enthusiast from age 12 to 35 are using the product for items of the song, as they have recognized that it has the
friendly-user software. Apple has high-quality products and is offering these products at high prices, these
high processes make Apple earn a lot of profits and revenues. Jinjin, T. Competitive Analysis. Apple
understands that technology consumers often get overwhelmed. Retrieved June 22, , from marketrealist.


